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Chapter 1266
At this time, Zhou Qin is wearing a long moon-white dress, and her tight figure is clearly
displayed! After becoming the head, Zhou Qin also has a little more special
temperament, which is eye-catching!
And behind Zhou Qin, there is a young man! Like the disciples of the Emei School, the
young master was dressed in a white robe, gentle and handsome, with a detached
temperament. It was Yue Wuya!
Before Zhou Qin trapped Yue Wuya and asked him to agree to three conditions, then he
was willing to let him go. Later, Yue Wuya stayed in the Emei faction, and today he
followed Zhou Qin to the alchemy conference.
Whoa!
At this moment, seeing the Emei faction coming, everyone present was in an uproar,
and the eyes of many men converged on Zhou Qin!
“Is this the new head of the Emei faction? He’s also very beautiful!”
“Beautiful, so beautiful!” The
surrounding exclamations kept coming, and a smile appeared on Zhou Qin’s face.
Especially seeing the respectful eyes of some people, Zhou Qin’s inner sense of
superiority was greatly satisfied.
It’s a great feeling to be the boss.
The disciples of Emei walked to the front of the ring, and the heads of the major sects
stood up to greet them one after another.
“Sect Master Zhou, stay safe!”
“Sect Master Zhou is here….”
At the same time as they greeted each other, all the sects of Shaolin and Wudang also
offered gifts. Congratulations to Zhou Qin for becoming the head of Emei.
For a time, Zhou Qin was overjoyed.
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“Master Kongwu, Master Lingbao, you are so polite!” Zhou Qin instructed his disciples,
handing over the gift, and nodded to Master Kongwu and others in thanks.
After some politeness, Zhou Qin’s eyes turned to the side. I saw Ouyang Zhennan,
sitting not far away.
“Patriarch Ouyang, I haven’t seen you for a few days. How are you?” Zhou Qin asked
with a smile.
While speaking, Zhou Qin looked around and was disappointed to find that Yue Feng
did not come.
Not only Yue Feng did not come, but also his confidantes, Su Qingyan, Xiao Yuruo,
Xiao Xi and Qin Rongyin, and several other women also did not come.
Ouyang Zhennan forced a smile, and his tone was very cold: “I’m still very strong, hehe,
the head of Zhou is welcome!”
After speaking, without waiting for Zhou Qin to respond, Ouyang Zhennan sat directly
on the chair!
Ouyang Zhennan’s impression of Zhou Qin was not good.
Moreover, in the Millennium Ceremony of the Emei School, Zhou Qin publicly spoke out
about the scandalous things that were cold and proud. After this incident, Ouyang
Zhennan’s impression of Zhou Qin was even worse. Ouyang Zhennan was originally a
person who could not tolerate the slightest bit of sand in his eyes, and he had a straight
personality.
Under such circumstances, Ouyang Zhennan would naturally not have a good face
towards Zhou Qin.
Seeing Ouyang Zhennan’s attitude, Zhou Qin was a little embarrassed, but she couldn’t
help but ask: “Patriarch Ouyang, today’s alchemy conference, isn’t Yue… Yue Feng
coming?”
When he said this, Zhou Qin’s heart beat a little faster .
Ouyang Zhennan didn’t have the slightest expression on his face, and said lightly: “You
want to know if Feng’er is coming, why are you asking me? You should ask the people
in Tianmen.”
Uh…
banging soft nails twice, Zhou Qin His face flushed, embarrassed, and he was
speechless for a while.

Because he knew Ouyang Zhennan’s temperament, the other leaders around him
smiled wryly and shook their heads, not being able to say anything.
For a while, the atmosphere was a little depressing.
After being embarrassed, Zhou Qin couldn’t say anything else, greeted the disciples
behind him, and sat down in his seat.
Just sitting down, Yue Wuya, who had been silent all the time, couldn’t help but whisper:
“You, the head of the Emei sect, isn’t everyone giving you face, I feel aggrieved for
you!”
Although Yue Wuya is old He was small, but he could see that Ouyang Zhennan was
very upset with Zhou Qin in his heart.
Tong Yan Wuji, what was in his mind, Yue Wuya said directly.
Swish!
Hearing this, Zhou Qin was very depressed, couldn’t help but glared at Yue Wuya, and
whispered: “Do you still want me to help you find Hanbing and get the ‘Qiqiao Linglong
Pill’? Just be honest and talk less!”
When he said this, Zhou Qin’s delicate body trembled. Even a child started to mock
himself.
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Yue Wuya is a big kid. Seeing that Zhou Qin was a little angry, he quickly smiled and
closed his mouth.
Whoa!
At this moment, there was a commotion around.
Immediately afterwards, on the alchemy arena in front of me, a woman with a thousand
manners came up slowly, wearing a long purple dress, her body was tight and graceful,
her face was alluring, and she was indescribably beautiful!
It is the president of Jiangnan Alchemy Association, Ren Feifei!
Seeing Ren Feifei, the whole square exploded!
“This President Feifei is really beautiful!”
“Is President Ren presiding over this alchemy conference?”

“Of course, although President Ren is only the president of the Jiangnan Association,
there are alchemy in the entire Diyuan Continent. The world is also well-known, and she
will preside over this alchemy conference, which is also expected!”
Many ordinary people around, as well as some wealthy children, looked at Ren Feifei
without blinking, unable to move their eyes. opened.
Even Yue Wuya was attracted by Ren Feifei’s temperament.
At this moment, Ren Feifei walked to the center of the arena, looked around, and said
with a smile: “Everyone, this alchemy conference is unprecedented, thank you for
coming to join us. Well, it’s almost time now, All alchemy players, get ready to play!”
The
voice fell, and there was thunderous applause from all around.
Zhou Qin looked at Yue Wuya and said in a low voice, “Have you seen this beauty on
stage? She is the president of the Jiangnan Alchemy Association. When the alchemy
conference starts, all the medicinal pills that the contestants have practiced will be
brought to her temporarily. custody!”
“What do you mean…” Yue Wuya said softly: “If someone really has practiced Qiqiao
Linglong Dan, if we want to get it, we must first control this Ren Feifei, and then grab it
from her hands. Take the medicine pill?”
“That’s right!” Zhou Qin nodded approvingly, and said, “When the game is over, I will
lead her to the lounge, and then you will find a chance to click on her acupuncture point
and put the medicine pill. Take it away.”
“Okay!” Yue Wuya nodded heavily, and the two hit it off.
Not long after, the alchemy conference began.
It has to be said that this alchemy conference is unprecedented, bringing together a lot
of alchemy geniuses. It can be said that those who came to participate in this
competition have profound attainments in alchemy.
In the first round of the competition, some people practiced a lot of peerless elixir, which
caused exclamations around them.
Yue Wuya, who was standing there watching the game, couldn’t help but speed up his
heartbeat.
Qiqiao Exquisite Dan!
Someone must make Qiqiao Linglong Dan.

Time passed by minute by minute.
The alchemy conference finally entered the finals.
At this moment, accompanied by a vibration of spiritual power, a pill furnace in the
arena was opened, and then, a pill with colorful rays of light appeared in front of
everyone.
For a time, the heads of various sects sitting around stood up one after another, with
shock and burning eyes flashing in their eyes.
Ren Feifei’s body trembled even more, stepping on high heels and walking over with
great excitement.
“Qiqiao Linglong Pill?”
After getting the pill, Ren Feifei was so excited that she looked around the audience:
“Everyone, this player has refined the Qiqiao Linglong Pill. It seems that this competition
is no accident. , the champion is none other than him!”
Whoa!
As soon as the voice fell, the whole Tianzhong Square was boiling, and everyone’s
eyes were focused on the Qiqiao Exquisite Pill in Ren Feifei’s hands.
According to rumors, the Qiqiao Linglong Pill, the elixir, is really rare in a century! It’s
just that very few people know the formula of this kind of medicine pill, but they didn’t
expect that at today’s alchemy conference, someone could actually refine it.
Under the stage, Yue Wuya clenched his fists, his face flushed red, and his heart was
extremely excited!
Haha…
There are really tantric and exquisite pills.
This time the alchemy conference, I did not come in vain.
Thinking to himself, Yue Wuya looked at Zhou Qin with a smile, and couldn’t wait to say:
“Sister Zhou, I’ll rely on you later. You must lead this Ren Feifei to the lounge, I took the
opportunity to tap her acupuncture point.”
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Zhou Qin smiled lightly and said to Yue Wuya: “Don’t worry, the alchemy conference will
end in a while, and I will help you lead Ren Feifei to the lounge. Then you can take the

opportunity to point her acupuncture points, and start from her In my hand, I got the
Qiqiao Linglong Pill. But don’t forget, you still owe me three conditions.”
Well!
Yue Wuya nodded heavily, looking at the Qiqiao Exquisite Pill in Ren Feifei’s hands
from a distance, his heart was filled with excitement. With this elixir, Master Lu Jiechen’s
injuries will be saved!
Half an hour later, the alchemy conference finally ended.
As soon as it was over, Zhou Qin stood up and walked in front of Ren Feifei with a
smile: “President Ren, there is one thing I want to talk to you alone.”
Ren Feifei, as the president of Jiangnan Alchemy Association, often walks around
Donghai City , she and Zhou Qin have known each other for a long time.
At that time, Ren Feifei didn’t even think about it, and nodded: “We can talk alone, of
course.. Where can we go to chat?”
“Let’s go to our Emei lounge.” Zhou Qin said with a smile, and after speaking, she took
Ren Feifei with her. Go to the lounge.
Because of this alchemy conference, the major sects who came to watch all have
special lounges. At this time, Zhou Qin took Ren Feifei to the restroom of the Emei
faction. Except for the people from Emei, no one else could come in at all. The lounge is
very simple, with only a few sofas and a few beds.
Entering the lounge, Ren Feifei looked at Zhou Qin and said with a smile, “Sect Master
Zhou, what do you have to do with me? It’s so mysterious.”
Zhou Qin smiled and said, “It’s been a long time since I haven’t seen you. Talk to you!”
However, just as Zhou Qin finished speaking , he saw a little boy running in from the
door! It was Yue Wuya!
“Crack! Slap!”
Yue Wuya raised his hand and tapped Ren Feifei’s acupuncture point with lightning
speed.
“You…”
Ren Feifei never dreamed that someone would attack him, but he didn’t react at all, so
he stiffened and couldn’t move.

Zhou Qin showed a smile, looked at Ren Feifei and said, “Don’t panic, President Ren,
this kid who attacked you is called Yue Wuya. He won’t hurt you, he just wants to take
something from you!”
“What? things.” Ren Feifei asked anxiously.
Zhou Qin didn’t answer, but turned her head to Yue Wuya and said, “I’ve caught you,
you can take care of the rest. I’ll go outside first, lest anyone break in!” The
voice fell . , Zhou Qin turned around and walked out!
For a while, Ren Feifei and Yue Wuya were left in the lounge.
“Hey!” Ren Feifei came back to her senses and said to Yue Wuya, “Little baby, dare to
attack me, do you know who I am? Hurry up and unravel the acupoints for me, and I will
treat this as nothing happened!”
“I’m sorry, I can’t give you acupuncture solutions for the time being!” Yue Wuya showed
a smile, walked to Ren Feifei step by step, and looked up and down her graceful curve:
“Where is Qiqiao Linglong Dan?”
What?
So he wanted Qiqiao Linglong Dan?
Hearing this, Ren Feifei said angrily: “Qiqiao Linglong Pill, that’s the elixir that was made
by the contestant just now, how can I give it to you?”
Yue Wuya didn’t seem to hear it, scratched his head, and said to himself He said to
himself, “I’ll just do a search, what can I say to you!” When the
voice fell, Yue Wuya stretched out his hand and searched Ren Feifei.
Swish!
At this moment, Ren Feifei’s face turned red all of a sudden, she was ashamed and
angry, and her delicate body also trembled: “You, stop me!”
He is the dignified president of the Jiangnan Alchemy Association, and he is also a wellknown figure in the arena, but he was searched by a child!
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shame!

More importantly, keep yourself clean! Never had close contact with a man! Even if this
Yue Wuya is a child, he is still a man!
The more Ren Feifei thought about it, the more angry she kept shouting: “Stop it for
me!”
Yue Wuya was upset when she was called, and said angrily: “What are you shouting?
Let me tell you, I just want to get the Qiqiao Linglong Pill. , I’m not interested in you!”
“You…”
Hearing this, Ren Feifei’s delicate face was extremely blushing, and she almost
exploded with anger.
She never thought that a child in front of her would say such a thing. In particular, the
expression on his face is very old-fashioned, like a little adult.
What makes Ren Feifei even more angry is that she is a goddess on the rivers and
lakes after all, and there are thousands of people who secretly love her, but this kid just
said ‘not interested in you’?
This is simply humiliation!
“You dare to touch me again, and I will abolish you.” Ren Feifei blushed and couldn’t
help shouting.
call!
Yue Wuya took a deep breath and couldn’t help but looked up and down the next Feifei!
She was wearing a long purple dress. Although she was hosting today’s alchemy
conference, the style of the dress was a little conservative, but it still couldn’t hide her
arrogant figure.
Although Yue Wuya is only about ten years old, he also knows some things about men
and women, so he couldn’t help laughing: “Just say, where did you put the Qiqiao
Linglong Pill on your body, I will take it directly, you don’t have to be humiliated? “
You…”
Ren Feifei gritted her teeth with hatred. But speechless!
Yue Wuya was right, he said it directly, and he didn’t have to worry about being
searched by him!

However, as the person in charge of today’s alchemy conference, if he lost the elixir
refined by the contestants, it would seriously damage the reputation of the alchemy
association.
Seeing that she gritted her teeth and didn’t say anything, Yue Wuya shook his head and
sighed, then stretched out his hand again and began to search. However, the medicinal
pill was not found, but a jade pendant was found on Ren Feifei’s waist. No, to be
precise, this is not a complete jade pendant, but a half!
This half piece of jade pendant is exquisite in workmanship, with dragon and phoenix
carved on it, full of extravagance!
“You, return the jade pendant to me!”
Ren Feifei’s face changed, shocked and angry, and shouted tenderly.
Ren Feifei was actually an orphan and was adopted by the Alchemy Association since
childhood. And this half of the jade pendant has been on her since she was a child. It
should be her biological parents who hung it on her.
Even Ren Feifei didn’t know who his biological parents were. She has carried this half
jade pendant with her since she was born. Over the years, she has also taken the jade
pendant to inquire about her biological parents, but she has no clue, and no one knows
this half of the jade pendant.
And Yue Wuya, holding this half of the jade pendant at this time, was also stunned
there, lost in thought.
Um?
This jade pendant…. I seem to have seen it somewhere.
By the way, I remembered! Yue Wuya’s eyes flashed. Seven years ago, he was
convicted by Emperor Tianqi and sent to prison. Later, my aunt, Ren Yingying, rescued
herself from the prison. He fled with his aunt all the way, and later spent the night in a
dilapidated temple. That night, Yue Wuya slept in Ren Yingying’s arms. Yue Wuya
remembered clearly that Ren Yingying also had half a jade pendant on her body!
Yue Wuya thought about it carefully, and determined that this jade pendant of Ren
Feifei was exactly the same as the half of Ren Yingying’s jade pendant, no matter the
material or the carving technique!
Ren Yingying, Ren Feifei…
Why are these two names so similar?
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Yue Wuya glanced at the jade pendant in his hand again, and asked Xiang Ren Feifei:
“What is your relationship with the Tianqi Royal Family?”
“The Tianqi Royal Family?” Ren Feifei frowned, confused: “What do you mean? ?”
I have never been to the Apocalypse Continent, how could it be related to Emperor
Apocalypse?
Saying that, Ren Feifei stomped her feet in a hurry: “Give me the jade pendant!”
“Do you know my aunt?” Yue Wuya’s face was serious!
Ren Feifei didn’t seem to hear it. She didn’t even know who Yue Wuya’s aunt was. At
this time, Ren Feifei only felt her face flushed: “Hurry up and give me the jade pendant,
and then let me go. Do you hear me?
” Yue Wuya didn’t want to ask any more questions, and was too lazy to talk nonsense,
so he continued to search. Finally, a pill box was found on Ren Feifei’s body.
“I’m going to kill you!” Ren Feifei trembled in anger, almost crying! I was searched by
this wild child, and now my clothes are messy, how decent is this!
“It’s okay, don’t shout, I’ll give you the jade pendant!” Yue Wuya replied angrily, and
then put the jade pendant back on Ren Feifei!
In the next instant, Yue Wuya checked the pill box and saw that there were dozens of
pills in the pill box. Among them, Qiqiao Linglong Dan.
Haha…
Finally got it!
Yue Wuya was in a good mood, and said to Ren Feifei with a smile: “Sister beautiful,
don’t stare at me like that, didn’t you just take a few pills from you?”
“Where did the wild child come from?
” I only heard a roar of pride, coming from the door. Looking at the voice, I saw a
woman standing at the door, wearing a short skirt, which was pretty good-looking. It is
Ouyang Jingwen!
Seven years ago, because of Ouyang Jingwen, he mistakenly took the Tianqi Royal
Family’s Praying Bead. Emperor Tianqi was furious and sent troops to invade the
Ouyang family, causing the family to be almost wiped out. After the incident, Ouyang

Jingwen left the Ouyang family, followed Bai Xiaotian, went to the Jiangnan Alchemy
Association, and worshipped Ren Feifei as her teacher!
Since then, Ouyang Jingwen has been by Ren Feifei’s side, learning the art of alchemy!
This alchemy conference was held by the alchemy association. As a disciple of the
association, Ouyang Jingwen was naturally present!
Just now, seeing Ren Feifei being called into the lounge by Zhou Qin and not coming
out for a long time, Ouyang Jingwen was curious and came over to have a look!
As soon as he approached, he heard Ren Feifei’s coquettish voice, Ouyang Jingwen
didn’t think much, and just rushed in.
hiss!
The moment she came in, seeing Master Ren Feifei’s clothes in a mess, Ouyang
Jingwen’s delicate body trembled, and she was stunned!
“Where is the wild child, dare to be rude to my master?” After the
voice fell, Ouyang Jingwen calmed down, let out a coquettish cry, and drew out her long
sword and stabbed at Yue Wuya!
Nima, hurry up!
Seeing Ouyang Jingwen’s aggressive approach, Yue Wuya didn’t have time to think
about it, so he turned around and ran! Anyway, Qiqiao Linglong Dan has been obtained,
so there is no need to stay here and entangle with them.
“Run?”
Ouyang Jingwen’s pretty face was frosty, and she chased after her.
“Jingwen, come back…” Ren Feifei stomped her feet in a hurry: “Untie Master’s
acupuncture points first!”
When she said this, Ren Feifei was indescribably embarrassed.
My clothes are messy, and my acupuncture points have been tapped, and I can’t move
at all. What should I do when someone comes in!
However, when Ren Feifei shouted this, Ouyang Jingwen was already chasing Yue
Wuya and went away! For a time, only Ren Feifei was left in the room. She was tapped
on acupuncture points, unable to move, and wanted to cry without tears.
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